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adjective Of or relating to or functioning as an adjective.
An adjective clause.

adverb
A word or phrase that modifies or qualifies an adjective verb or other adverb
or a word group expressing a relation of place time circumstance manner
cause degree etc e g gently quite then there.

append Add to the very end.
He appended a glossary to his novel where he used an invented language.

archaism The use of an archaic expression.
Mozart s use of archaism.

derivative A compound obtained from, or regarded as derived from, another compound.
Equity based derivative products.

determiner A person or thing that determines or decides something.

entree The right to enter.
She made a graceful entree into the ballroom.

however Despite anything to the contrary (usually following a concession.
He was hesitant to take the risk however small.

indicative A verb in the indicative mood.
Indicative mood.

indoor Relating to sports played indoors.
The national indoor champion.

indoors Within a building.
The rain makes indoors feel so warm and safe.

inflect Of a word or language undergo inflection.
Blues inflected bar rock.

inmost Innermost.

inner A shot that strikes the inner.
The inner logic of Cubism.
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inside On the inside.
The inside of the bend.

interior (in filming) indoor.
The interior has been much restored.

internal Inside the body.
The internal contradictions of the theory.

intramural Situated within the wall of a hollow organ or a cell.
An intramural social symbol within the tribe.

inwardly With respect to private feelings.
Inwardly seething he did as he was told.

locative A word in the locative case.

noun A word other than a pronoun used to identify any of a class of people places or
things common noun or to name a particular one of these proper noun.

participle
A word formed from a verb e g going gone being been and used as an
adjective e g working woman burnt toast or a noun e g good breeding In
English participles are also used to make compound verb forms e g is going
has been.

predicate
Logic what is predicated of the subject of a proposition the second term in a
proposition is predicated of the first term by means of the copula.
Solving the problem is predicated on understanding it well.

prefix Attach a prefix to.
A preface is prefixed to the book.

pronoun
A word that can function as a noun phrase used by itself and that refers either
to the participants in the discourse (e.g. I, you) or to someone or something
mentioned elsewhere in the discourse (e.g. she, it, this).

suffix Append something especially as a suffix.
Suffix words.

suggestive Making someone think of sexual matters.
Suggestive poses.

verb
Use a word that is not conventionally used as a verb typically a noun as a
verb.
Any English noun can be verbed but some are more resistant than others.

within Internally or inwardly.
Beauty coming from within.

word Express something spoken or written in particular words.
Her father would have had words with her about that.
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